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SUMMARY 
Development and ca ibrat ion r e s u l t s  with the  Langley -otshot tunnel  u t i -  
l i z ing  an end-firing coaxial-electrode arc-chamber configuration a re  presented 
herein. For a 0.100-inch (2.54-millimeter) nozzle throa t  diameter and arc-  
chamber stagnation temperatures of approximately 1700° and 2200' K, an a x i a l  
Mach number gradient of 0.056 per inch (2.2 per meter) was observed f o r  t h e  
nozzle length examined (nozzle a x i a l  s ta t ions  ranging from 116.3 inches 
(2.96 meters) t o  150 inches (3.81 meters)) .  
e t e r  from 0.025 t o  0.500 inch (0.633 t o  12.7 millimeters) f o r  stagnation 
temperatures of 22000 t o  26000 K resu l ted  i n  tes t -sect ion free-stream Mach 
numbers of 12 t o  26. Boundary-layer-displacement thickness data were observed 
t o  be i n  close agreement with semiempirical predictions f o r  t he  range of nozzle 
throa t  diameters tes ted;  boundary-layer thickness data f o r  nozzle throa ts  cor- 
respcnding t o  free-stream Mach numbers of 11.6, 12.6, and 14.5 w e r e  i n  good 
agreement with predictions of a semiempirical re la t ionship whereas a discrep- 
ancy was observed f o r  a l l  other nozzle throa ts  tes ted .  Force and moment 
coeff ic ients  obtained on a blunted cone having a go semiapex angle a t  a Mach 
number of 20 were i n  good agreement with r e s u l t s  from other hypervelocity 
f a c i l i t i e s .  By u t i l i z i n g  a sharp-leading-edge f l a t  p la te ,  a preliminary 
invest igat ion of nitrogen condensation a t  a Mach number of approximately 21 
showed the  condensation onset t o  occur a t  a free-stream temperature of 19' K 
f o r  a free-stream s t a t i c  pressure of approximately 0.001 p s i  (6.895 newtons 
per square meter); t h i s  compares wel l  with condensation results of other 
f a c i l i t i e s .  Flow contamination l e v e l  w a s  reduced with the  new coaxial- 
electrode a rc  chamber when compared with the  o r ig ina l  opposed-electrode a rc  
chamber. 
Variation i n  nozzle throa t  diam- 
INTRODUCTION 
A descr ipt ion of t he  Langley hotshot tunnel along with a discussion of t he  
ear ly  developmental experience and a l imited ca l ibra t ion  w e r e  presented i n  ref- 
erence 1. These r e s u l t s  were obtained with an arc  chamber u t i l i z i n g  opposed 
electrodes which f i r e d  t ransversely t o  the  tunnel axis .  
included a b r i e f  descr ipt ion of a new end-firing a rc  chamber incorporating 
coaxial  electrodes a l ined  with t h e  tunnel  axis. 
Reference 1 also  
Since the presentation of reference 1, the calibration of the conical 
nozzle has been extended to include nozzle axial stations ranging from 116.5 to 
150 inches (2.96 to 3.81 meters) as compared with 124.4 to 131.8 inches (3.16 
to 3.35 meters) in the original calibration. The effect of nozzle throat diam- 
eter, which was varied from 0.025 to 0.500 inch (0.635 to 12.7 millimeters), on 
nozzle-test-section flow parameters was examined at a constant axial station for 
arc-chamber stagnation temperatures of 2200° to 2600~ K .  Force and moment coef- 
ficients have been obtained for a blunted cone with a go semiapex angle and com- 
pared with results from several other hypervelocity facilities. A preliminary 
investigation of nitrogen condensation has been performed with a sharp-leading- 
edge flat plate. Additional flow contamination results have been obtained for 
the coaxial-electrode arc chamber and compared with the results obtained for the 
original electrode configuration (ref. 1). 
This presentation includes results from the preceding investigations along 
with a brief description of pertinent design and development features of the 
Langley hotshot tunnel with the end-firing, coaxial-electrode arc chamber. 
SYMBOLS 
(&)effective 
(+)geometric 
m 
ratio of effective nozzle-to-throat cross-sectional area 
(mass flow considerations) 
ratio of geometric nozzle-to-throat cross-sectional area 
axial-force coefficient, FA/qlS 
pitching-moment coefficient, MY/qlSD 
normal-force coefficient, FN/qlS 
diameter 
model base diameter 
axial force 
normal force 
density altitude 
enthalpy 
lift-drag ratio 
mass flow 
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m 
M 
MY 
N R e  
P 
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r 
R 
S 
t 
T 
V 
X 
X 
Subscripts : 
1 
b 
mass flow r a t e  
Mach number 
pi tching moment 
Reynolds number 
pressure 
dynamic pressure 
radius 
universal  gas constant 
model base area 
elapsed tunnel run time 
temperature 
veloci ty  
nozzle a x i a l  distance f r o m  th roa t  
distance along f l a t  -plate surface from leading edge 
angle of a t tack  
boundary-layer thickness 
boundary-layer displacement thickness 
e f fec t ive  nozzle half-angle 
coeff ic ient  of viscosi ty  
model bluntness r a t i o ,  rn/Q 
density,  amagats ( a  r e l a t i v e  scale re fer red  t o  density a t  
273.16O K and 1 atmosphere of pressure) 
r a t i o  of free-stream parameters calculated f o r  velocity- 
corrected flow t o  those calculated from uncorrected f l o w  
calculated free - stream conditions 
model bas e 
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. . . . . . .. . . 
calc  calculated using program of reference 6 
D model base diameter 
i arc-chamber conditions. preceding arc  discharge 
n model nose 
r based on Eckert reference enthalpy 
S flow conditions on f l a t  p l a t e  surface 
t,l arc-chamber conditions following a rc  discharge 
t , 2  stagnation conditions behind normal shock 
v e l  calculated using measured free-stream veloci ty  
W wall  conditions 
X nozzle a x i a l  distance from throat  
Superscripts : 
f extrapolated value a t  X - l I 2  = 0 
* conditions a t  nozzle th roa t  
A bar over a symbol denotes average value across inviscid core. 
The u n i t s  used f o r  t he  physical quant i t ies  i n  t h i s  paper are given both 
i n  the  U.S. Customary Units and the  Internat ional  System of Units (with the 
exception of temperature and density, which a r e  given only i n  OK and amagats 
( a  r e l a t ive  scale  referred t o  densi ty  a t  273.16' K and 1 atmosphere of pres- 
sure) ,  respect ively) .  Conversion f ac to r s  r e l a t ing  the  two systems a re  given 
i n  reference 2, and those used i n  the  present invest igat ion are presented i n  
the  following table:  
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Physical quantity 
( symbol) 
h . . . . . . .  
A , S  . . . . .  
FA, FN . . . .  
m . . . . . . .  
H . . . . . . .  
m . . . . . . .  
My . . . . . .  
p , q  . . . . .  
R . . . . . . .  
NR e . . . . . .  
v . . . . . . .  
p . . . . . . .  
~~ 
J.S. Customaq 
Unit 
in .  
f t  
2 i n  
lbf  
lbm 
ft'/sec' 
lbm/sec 
in- lbf  
lb f  / in2 
f t 2/ see2 -OK 
l / f t  
f t /  sec 
lbm/ f t - sec 
Conversion 
fac tor  
("1 
0.0254 
0.3048 
5.452 x 10-4 
4.448 
0.454 
3.290 x 10-2 
0.454 
0.113 
6.895 x 1-03 
0.928 
3.283 
0.3048 
1.488 
Internat ional  System of Units 
meters (m) 
meters ( m )  
sq  meters (P) 
newtons ( N )  
kilograms (kg) 
sq  meter/second2 (m2/s2) 
kilograms/second (kg/s) 
meter-newton (m-N) 
newtons/sq meter (N/m2) 
t e r s /  sec ond2 -degrees Kelvin 
(m2/s2-%) 
per meter ( l / m )  
meters/ second (m/ s ) 
(N -s/m2) ewt on - s econd/ s q meter 
%ult iply value i n  U.S. Customary Unit by conversion fac tor  t o  obtain 
equivalent value i n  Internat ional  System of Units. 
Temperature and density a re  presented i n  degrees Kelvin and amagat un i t s ,  
respectively,  throughout t h i s  paper. 
DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION OF THE LANGLFY HOTSHOT TUNNEL 
Tunnel Description 
The Langley hotshot tunnel  ( f i g .  1) i s  a hypervelocity, arc-heated, blow- 
The major components of t h i s  f a c i l i t y  include a capacitor bank down f a c i l i t y .  
with an e l e c t r i c a l  charging un i t ,  an a rc  chamber incorporating coaxial  elec- 
trodes,  a loo total-divergence-angle conical nozzle and t e s t  section followed 
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by a 24-inch-diameter (0.61-m) cy l ind r i ca l  sect ion,  a loo cone-cylinder 
diffuser ,  and a 300-cubic-foot (8.49-m3) vacuum reservoir  with vacuum pumps. 
The coaxial-electrode a r c  chamber, which i s  shown i n  f igure  2, w a s  con- 
s t ruc ted  from a ?-inch (l2.7-cm) naval gun b a r r e l  having an outside diameter 
of 13 inches (33 em) and a w a l l  thickness of approximately 3.5 inches (8.9 em). 
The i n t e r n a l  volume w a s  about 180 cubic inches (2.95 dm3) f o r  t h e  present 
invest igat ion,  but may be changed by using d i f f e ren t  l i n e r  w a l l  thicknesses. 
The o r i f i c e  t o  t h e  nozzle w a s  sealed by a poly[ethylene terephthalate7 
diaphragm. 
Por t s  were provided f o r  t h e  dump valve, t he  arc-chamber pressure t rans-  
ducers, and the  arc-chamber evacuation system. The i n i t i a l  sea ls  provided f o r  
these por t s  were of t h e  mismatched t ape r  type which required the  alinement of 
f i t t i n g s  t o  be almost per fec t  t o  ge t  an e f fec t ive  seal. Since t h e  a rc  chamber 
must be qui te  frequently disassembled and reassembled, the  alinement w a s  
d i f f i c u l t  t o  maintain and the  s e a l  w a s  less than sa t i s fac tory .  The seal which 
w a s  subs t i tu ted  and which has proved t o  be very sa t i s f ac to ry  i s  shown i n  
f igure  2 .  Note the  spherical  ends of the  s t e e l  f i t t i n g s  which press against  
t he  s o f t  copper in se r t s ;  the spherical-ended f i t t i n g s  compensate f o r  s m a l l  
amounts of misalinement. 
have proved t o  be excel lent  f o r  t he  pressure and temperature l eve l s  present ly  
being encountered (up t o  1250 atmospheres (127 MN/m2) and 5000° K) . 
stream end w a s  sealed with a Fluorogreen r ing  compressed between the  copper 
l i n e r  and the nozzle block. The s e a l  a t  t he  upstream end of the  a rc  chamber 
w a s  improved by adding an adjust ing nut ( f i g .  2) behind the  electrode, which 
pushed the  electrodes forward and thereby compressed the  insu la tor  between the  
two main electrodes.  
The sea l s  a t  t he  ends of the  a r c  chamber ( f i g .  2 )  
The down- 
The arc-chamber electrode configuration consisted of two main electrodes 
and one t r i g g e r  electrode i n  a coaxial  arrangement. The negative electrode 
w a s  located on the  outside of t he  assembly. It consisted of a beryllium cop- 
per  body with t h a t  port ion of t h e  electrode which w a s  exposed t o  the  gas being 
made of s t e e l .  The pos i t ive  electrode consisted of a beryllium copper body 
with t h a t  port ion of the electrode which w a s  exposed t o  the  hot gas being made 
of oxygen-free copper. 
The e l e c t r i c a l  energy w a s  conducted from the  1.9 X lo3 B t u  ( 2  megajoules) 
The 
capacitor bank located i n  the  basement beneath the  tunnel t o  t h e  co l lec tor  
( f ig .  1) by 72 coaxial  cables, each connected t o  a bank of 10 capacitors.  
cables w e r e  connected t o  the  co l lec tor  a s  shown i n  reference 1. 
I n  order t o  a l l e v i a t e  excessive arc-chamber damage, a dump valve w a s  
u t i l i z e d  t o  re lease  res idua l  gases a t  a predetermined time. The dump valve 
consisted of a cy l indr ica l  body, a pis ton,  a t r i gge r ,  an adapter,  and one 
pressurizing and four  exhaust por t s  ( f i g .  2 ) .  
the  downstream end of the  a rc  chamber. 
The dump valve w a s  mounted t o  
Removable nozzle throa t  i n s e r t s  having throa t  diameters from 0.025 t o  
0.500 inch (0.635 t o  12.7 mu) were employed t o  obtain var ia t ions  i n  t e s t -  
section Mach number. Throat erosion over a period of usage w a s  minimized by 
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constructing the  throat  i n s e r t s  of tungsten. 
w a s  g rea t ly  extended by pressing a steel  sleeve over the  e n t i r e  length t o  
avoid failure i n  tension. 
The usable l i f e  of these i n s e r t s  
All nozzle throa t  i n s e r t s  except one had a converging t o t a l  entrance 
angle of 22.5O and expanded from the  throa t  i n to  a conical nozzle with a 
loo total-divergence angle. 
e t e r  of 0.100 inch (2.54 m) f o r  which the  t o t a l  entrance angle w a s  increased 
t o  3 8 O .  No s ignif icant  deviation i n  tes t -sect ion r e s u l t s  f romthose obtained 
with an entrance angle of 22.5' was observed. 
The exception w a s  an i n s e r t  with a th roa t  diam- 
The nozzle tes t  sect ion i s  equipped with opposed 11-inch-diameter 
(2.79-dm) plate-glass windows; t h e  centers of these windows a re  a t  a nozzle 
a x i a l  s t a t ion  of 127 inches (3.23 m ) .  
single-pass schl ieren system and a l s o  supply means of access t o  t h e  t es t  model. 
Because the  plate-glass schl ieren windows do not conform t o  the  nozzle contour, 
it was believed that such a discont inui ty  i n  nozzle w a l l  geometry might pro- 
duce disturbances i n  the  nozzle boundary layer ,  which i n  turn  would a f f ec t  the  
inv isc id  core flow propert ies .  Contoured window blanks conforming t o  the  
nozzle contour were tes ted ,  but no data discrepancies were observed. 
These windows a r e  incorporated i n t o  a 
I n  order t o  lengthen the  tunnel  running t i m e  and t o  eliminate any flow 
f luctuat ions due t o  disturbances propagating upstream i n  t h e  boundary layer ,  
a br ie f  d i f fuser  study was made. Conical d i f fusers  having converging t o t a l  
entrance angles of 80, 12O, and 16O and r a t i o s  of d i f fuser  e x i t  area t o  
cy l indr ica l  entrance area of 0.4, 0.5, and 0.55 were employed. 
d i f fuser  with a 160 t o t a l  angle and an area r a t i o  of 0.6 and one with a 
10' t o t a l  angle and an area r a t i o  of 0.55 were fabricated with &-foot (1.22-m) 
cy l indr ica l  after sections.  This l a t t e r  d i f fuser  configuration w a s  found t o  
produce the  maximum run t i m e  and extended the  run time from approximately 
40 milliseconds ( r e f .  1) t o  approximately 120 milliseconds f o r  a nozzle-throat 
diameter of 0.100 inch (2.54 mm); it i s  present ly  incorporated i n t o  t h e  
f a c i  li t y  . 
A conical 
The 300-cubic-foot (8.49-m3) vacuum reservoir  i s  evacuated t o  about 
0.00005 ps i  (0.345 N/m2) i n  approximately 30 minutes by a ro ta ry  p is ton  fore-  
pump and a 6-inch (l5.25-cm) o i l  diff'usion pump. 
and possible leaks i n  the  system, a 12-inch (30.5-cm) remotely operated pneu- 
matic valve permits the vacuum pumps t o  continue pumping on the  system u n t i l  
immediately before the tunnel f i r i n g .  
To compensate f o r  outgassing 
Operating Procedure 
Following evacuation of t h e  nozzle and vacuum chamber t o  approximately 
O.OOOO5 p s i  (0.347 N/m2), the  a r c  chamber i s  i n i t i a l l y  pressurized a t  ambient 
temperature with the  t es t  gas (ni t rogen) .  
energy i s  then discharged across t h e  coaxial  electrodes when the  a rc  gap i s  
broken down by exploding a t r i gge r  wire between t h e  electrodes.  The resu l t ing  
increase i n  pressure and temperature within t h e  a rc  chamber r e s u l t s  i n  the  
rupture of t h e  diaphragm between t h e  a rc  chamber and evacuated nozzle. The 
A quantity of s tored  e l e c t r i c a l  
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gas then expands through the diverging conical nozzle into the vacuum chamber. 
Tunnel running time is terminated approximately 40 to 120 milliseconds after 
arc discharge depending on the nozzle throat diameter employed. 
INSTRUMENTATION 
Initial charge pressure in the arc chamber was measured with a Bourdon 
type gage having an operating range from 0 to 5000 psi (0 to 34.5 MN/m2). 
arc-chamber pressure following arc discharge was monitored by two high-response 
strain-gage transducers having a full-scale rating of 20 000 psi (138 MN/m2). 
The 
The short running time of the tunnel (40 to 120 milliseconds) and range of 
test-section pitot and static pressures to be measured (approximately 0.001 to 
10.0 psi (6.895 to 6.895 x lo4 N/m2)) required pressure instrumentation with 
very short response times, high sensitivity, and minimum length of orifice 
tubing. In the present investigation, all test-section pressure measurements 
were made with double-coil, single-diaphragm, variable-reluctance transducers. 
(See refs. 3 and 4 for description and theory of operation.) 
transducers were excited by 5-volt 20-kilocycle carrier amplifiers. The output 
signals from the amplifiers drove galvanometers in a light-beam-type oscillo- 
graph having a variety of chart speeds. 
A l l  pressure 
Present test-section pitot-pressure surveys were made with the 19-probe 
survey rake shown in figure 3 .  The findings of reference 5 indicate that the 
probe geometry of the survey rake (probe ratio of inside diameter to outside 
diameter of 0 . 5 )  used in the present investigation was essentially free from 
Reynolds number effects for the present regime of flow conditions. 
The method of reference 1 for protecting pressure instrumentation from 
flow contamination was replaced by the contamination trap configuration illus- 
trated in figure 3. Contamination particles entering the pitot tubes impinge 
on the blank end of the tubes while, according to Pascal's law, the tube 
pressure is transmitted undiminished throughout the tubing volume. The rake 
transducers were referenced to a manifold contained within the rake. This 
manifold was maintained at a constant pressure of approximately 0.0005 psi 
(3.43 N/m2) during tunnel firing. 
As part of the present investigation, force and moment characteristics were 
A obtained for the blunted cone with a 9' semiapex angle, shown in figure &(a). 
three-component internally mounted, high-frequency response strain-gage balance 
was employed and is illustrated in figure 4(b). 
of the balance were amplified by 3-kilocycle carrier amplifiers and recorded on 
an oscillograph. The sharp-leading-edge flat-plate model shown in figure 5 was 
utilized in the nitrogen-condensation study. The disk rake collector of refer- 
ence 1 was employed in obtaining the present contamination results. 
The electrical output signals 
Typical oscillograph records obtained i n  the  present investigation, i l lus -  
t r a t i n g  arc-chamber pressure, p i t o t  pressure, and force t r aces  a re  shown i n  
figure 6. 
t he  low osc i l la tory  l e v e l  of t he  t races ,  the short  s t a r t i ng  t rans ien t  time of 
t h e  tunnel, and resu l tan t  comparatively long usable running t i m e .  
These records demonstrate t he  fast response of t he  instrumentation, 
DATA REDUCTION AND ACCURACY 
The i n i t i a l  arc-chamber density was determined from the  i n i t i a l  arc-  
chamber pressure, volume, and ambient temperature. 
t he  measured values of arc-chamber stagnation pressure and tes t -sect ion p i t o t  
pressure following a rc  discharge were the  basic input data f o r  t he  rea l -  
nitrogen data-reduction program presented i n  reference 6. 
wri t ten t o  determine t h e  free-stream, after-shock, and stagnation conditions i n  
the  t es t  section a t  arc-chamber stagnation temperatures from 3000° t o  4000° K. 
Simplifying assumptions t h a t  no temperature o r  density gradients exis ted i n  the  
a rc  chamber and t h a t  a l l  thermodynamic states w e r e  i n  equilibrium were made. 
The va l id i ty  of these assumptions i s  discussed i n  the  appendix along with 
inaccuracies associated with arc-chamber and tes t -sect ion pressure instrumen- 
t a t i o n  and employment of t he  data reduction program of reference 6 a t  stagna- 
t i o n  temperatures l e s s  than 3000° K. 
applied t o  the  present data i s  a l so  discussed i n  t h e  appendix. 
T h i s  i n i t i a l  density and 
This program was 
A "velocity correction" which has been 
For the  most unfavorable conditions, uncertaint ies  involved i n  the  ins t ru-  
mentation and data reduction procedure result i n  the  following maximum probable 
inaccuracies: 
MI, percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  k2.5 
pl, percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  k7.0 
T1, percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  k9.0 
pl, percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  k10.0 
The maximum uncertaint ies  i n  the  force and moment coeff ic ients  as deter-  
mined from s t a t i c  ca l ibra t ion  of the  strain-gage balance are:  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Nozzle Axial Surveys With 0.100-Inch-Diameter (2.54-mm) Throat 
Lateral p i t o t  pressure and corresponding inv isc id  core Mach number pro- 
f i l e s  f o r  a range of axial s t a t ions  from 116.5 t o  146.0 inches (2.96 t o  3 . 7 1 m )  
9 
are presented in figure 7. 
tions.) 
approximately 1700° and 2200' K, arc-chamber stagnation pressures ranging from 
420 to 720 atmospheres (42.6 to 73 MN/m2), and a nozzle throat diameter of 
0.100 inch (2.54 mm). 
(See fig. 1 for relative location of axial sta- 
The profiles of figure 7 were obtained at stagnation temperatures of 
- 
In order to determine the inviscid core diameter, the survey rake probes 
3 inches (7.62 cm) to either side of the nozzle center line were assumed to lie 
within the usable test core. An average free-stream Mach number was determined 
from the pitot pressures of these rake probes, and the inviscid core was 
defined for values of Mach number not exceeding a f2.5-percent deviation from 
this average. The inviscid core diameter was then observed to be approximately 
9 to 11 inches (22.9 to 27.9 cm) for the present range of nozzle axial stations 
tested. There is some indication in figure 7 of the Mach number core diameter 
increasing between axial station extremes. 
In figure 8, the average stagnation-pressure ratio and average Mach number 
across the inviscid core are presented for axial stations from 116.5 to 
150.0 inches (2.96 to 3.81 m) and stagnation temperatures of approximately 
1700° and 2200° K. A possible explanation for the difference in stagnation- 
pressure ratio between the two curves of figure 8(a) is that for the present 
range of arc-chamber stagnation conditions, an increase in boundary-layer 
thickness due to increasing stagnation temperatures (from 1700° to 2200' K) 
predominates over the expected decrease in boundary-layer thickness due to the 
corresponding increase in arc-chamber stagnation pressure from approximately 
500 to 670 atmospheres (50.7 to 67.95 MN/m2)). Least-square curves fitted to 
the data of figure 8(b) indicate a linear increase in Mach number of 0.056 per 
inch (2.2 per m) with increasing axial station for both stagnation tempera- 
tures. The 7.5-percent difference in the free-stream Mach number between the 
two curves of figure 8(b) is attributed to variation in stagnation temperature 
and the corresponding variation in stagnation-pressure ratio. 
( 
Axial variation of effective-area ratio computed from mass flow considera- 
tions is shown in figure 9(a). 
effective-area ratio with increasing axial station. Calculated free-stream 
pressure variation with axial station is illustrated in figure 9(b). 
stagnation temperature of 1700° K, the slope of the curve is essentially 
constant over the range of axial stations examined. For a stagnation tempera- 
ture of 2200' K, the static-pressure ratio at an axial station of 116.5 inches 
(2.96 m) diverges from the trend established by the remaining data; additional 
data are required in this region to determine the extent and validity of this 
divergence. 
The data indicate a linear increase of 
At a 
Effect of Variation in Nozzle Throat Diameter 
Lateral pitot pressure and corresponding inviscid core Mach number surveys 
for a range of nozzle-throat diameters are presented in figure 10 for an axial 
station of 127.0 inches (3.23 m). The data were obtained for arc-chamber stag- 
nation temperatures of 22000 to 26000 K, stagnation pressures from 480 to 
10 
780 atmospheres (48.7 to 79.1 MB/m2), and nozzle-throat diameters from 0.025 to 
0.500 inch (0.635 to 12.7 mm). The inviscid core diameter may be seen in fig- 
ure 10 to increase from approximately 2 inches (5.08 cm) for a throat diameter 
of 0.025 inch (0.635 mm) to approximately 14 inches (35.56 cm) for a throat 
diameter of 0.500 inch (12.7 mm). 
defining the inviscid core was not applicable to the results obtained with the 
0.025-inch-diameter (0.635-mm) throat, and thus, the Mach number corresponding 
to the nozzle-center-line pitot pressure was used as the reference. It should 
be pointed out that the existence of an inviscid core for the 0.025-inch- 
diameter ( 0.635-mm) nozzle throat is somewhat questionable, since the pitot- 
pressure-ratio profile looks suspiciously like pipe flow. 
The previously discussed procedure for 
Figure 11 illustrates the variation of the average stagnation-pressure 
ratio and average Mach number within the inviscid test core with geometric- 
area ratio. 
enced for arc-chamber stagnation temperatures of 2200° to 26000 K and stagna- 
tion pressures from 480 to 780 atmospheres (48.7 to 79.1 MN/m2) over the range 
of nozzle throat diameters examined. 
Free-stream Mach numbers of approximately 12 to 26 were experi- 
The effective-area ratio is plotted against the geometric-area ratio in 
figure 12 for the present results along with results from other hotshot facili- 
ties (refs. 7 and 8). With the exception of the 0.025-inch-diameter (0.635-mm) 
= 7.9 X lo?), the effective-area ratio was found (( +)geometric nozzle throat 
to vary from approximately 40 to 80 percent of the geometric-area ratio, the 
percentage decreasing with decreasing throat diameter as expected. 
The variation in measured boundary-layer thickness with geometric-area 
ratio is illustrated in figure 13 for a Mach number range of 12 to 26 and a 
Reynolds number range, based on nozzle axial station, of approximately 2 X lo6 
to 2 x lo7. 
was not entirely possible due to data scatter and survey-rake-probe spacing of 
of 7.9 x 103, 3.5 x 103, and 1 inch (2.54 cm) . 
2 x 103 (nozzle-throat diameters of 0.250, 0.375, and 0.700 inch (6.35, 9.52, 
and 12.7 mm)), which correspond to average free-stream Mach numbers of 14.5, 
12.6, and 11.6, respectively, the present data are observed to be in good agree- 
ment with the semiempirical findings of reference 9 for prediction of turbulent- 
boundary-layer thickness. However, a discrepancy exists between the present 
data and the data of reference 9 for nozzle throat diameters less than 
0.250 inch (6.35 mm). This lack of agreement may be due to the fact that semi- 
empirical results of reference 9 were obtained from correlation of shock-tunnel 
conical nozzle data for a Mach number range of 8 to 1.6 and a Reynolds number 
range, based on nozzle axial station, of 1.5 X lo5 to 1 x 10 6 , and thus, suc- 
cessful correlation for present Mach numbers greater than 16 (corresponding to 
nozzle throat diameters less than 0.250 inch (6.35 mm)) is not unexpected. 
existence of a laminar nozzle boundary layer due to increasing Mach number and 
decreasing Reynolds number with decreasing nozzle throat diameter could possi- 
bly result in the type of deviation shown in figure 13. 
Precise experimental determination of the boundary-layer thickness 
(+)geometric 
For values of 
The 
11 
Boundary-layer displacement thicknesses computed from mass flow considera- 
tions are shown in figure 14 as a function of geometric-area ratio. Values of 
displacement thickness derived from the semiempirical and theoretical findings 
of references 9 to 11 are also presented. The semiempirical relationships of 
references 9 and 10 were obtained from experimental nozzle (contoured and 
conical) data, which were correlated in terms of free-stream Mach number and 
free-stream Reynolds number based on nozzle axial station. As shown in fig- 
ure 14, the findings of references 9 and 10 are observed to predict the dis- 
placement thickness well over the present data regime. 
the trend but gives values approximately twice those of the present data. The 
prediction of reference 11 for boundary-layer displacement thickness was not 
based on experimental data, but was obtained as a correlation factor for dis- 
placement thickness computed from numerical integration of the momentum inte- 
gral equation over a range of Mach numbers from 11 to 19. 
Reference 11 predicts 
In order to remove Mach number dependence from the correlation of boundary- 
layer displacement thickness, the ratio of boundary-layer displacement thick- 
ness to nozzle axial station is expressed (ref. 9)  as a function of Reynolds 
number where density and viscosity are evaluated at the Eckert reference 
enthalpy defined (ref. 9) as 
For the present test conditions 
Tr = 0.25kT1 + 0.278~~ Y + 133 
Assuming thermally perfect gas 
The correlated boundary-layer displacement thickness as a function of Reynolds 
number based on the Eckert reference enthalpy is shown in figure 15. The dis- 
placement thicknesses for the present investigation were calculated from mass 
flow considerations and are correlated with the results presented in refer- 
ence 9, which include a Mach number range of approximately 8 to 16. 
The mass flow rate for the various nozzle-throat diameters is presented in 
Figure 16 shows that for a figure 16 as a function of elapsed tunnel run time. 
nozzle throat diameter of 0.100 inch (2.54 mm), the mass flow from the arc 
chamber during the 100-millisecond tunnel run is 12 percent of the initial 
charge mass and increases to 85 percent for a 0.500-inch-diameter (12.7-mm) 
throat with a 50-millisecond run time. The large arc-chamber mass loss for 
throat diameters greater than 0.100 inch (2.54 mm) illustrates the necessity of 
time correlation between arc-chamber and test-section measurements. 
12 
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Variations in nozzle throat diameter and arc-chamber stagnation conditions 
for various programs conducted in the Langley hotshot tunnel have resulted in 
the Mach number-Reynolds number regime shown in figure 17. Arc-chamber stagna- 
tion temperatures of approximately 1200° to 5000° K, stagnation pressures from 
100 to 900 atmospheres (10.1 to 91.2 MN/m2), and nozzle-throat diameters of 
0.025 to 0.500 inch (0.635 to 12.7 mm) have resulted in a variation of free- 
stream Mach number from approximately 11 to 28 and free-stream Reynolds number 
per foot from approximately 2 x 10 4 to 2 x lo6 (Reynolds number per meter from 
approximately 6.6 x 10 4 to 6.6 x lo6). Data at lower stagnation temperatures 
resulting in higher Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers have been obtained, but 
the findings of reference 12 imply that the flow was condensed. 
are not included in figure 17. 
These data 
Figure 18 presents the density-altitude-free-stream-velocity regime simu- 
lated in the Langley hotshot tunnel, resulting from variation in nozzle-throat 
diameter and arc-chamber conditions, and representative earth entry trajec- 
tories. 
range of approximately 2 x lo3 to 12.5 x 103 feet per second (6.1 x 102 to 
3.8 X lo3 m/sec). 
darkened area. 
Stagnation temperatures of 300° to 5000° K gave a free-stream velocity 
The expected condensation flow regime is represented by the 
Force and Moment Coefficient Comparison 
In order to make a comparison of force data obtained in the present 
facility with data from other hy-pervelocity facilities, force and moment 
coefficients were obtained on a cone with a go semiapex angle and a bluntness 
ratio, 
attack of Oo to 400 are presented in figure 19 and observed to be in good 
agreement with the go blunted-cone data obtained in the AEDC 50-inch and 
100-inch hotshot tunnels, having l oo  and 8O total-divergence-angle conical 
nozzles, respectively, and in the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory 48-inch 
hypersonic shock tunnel with a contoured nozzle (ref. 13) .  
rn/q, of 0.30 (shown in fig. 4). The results for a range of angle of 
Nitrogen Condensation Results 
As discussed in reference 14, the free-stream static pressure can be 
approximated by plotting the flat-plate surface pressure distribution as a 
With the use of the sharp-leading-edge flat-plate model shown in figure 5, 
surface pressure distributions were obtained in nitrogen for a range of arc- 
chamber stagnation temperatures of 1000° to 2400° K, stagnation pressures 
from 300 to TOO atmospheres (30.4 to 70.9 MN/m2), and a free-stream Mach num- 
ber of approximately 21. These surface pressure distributions with variation 
in free-stream temperature are illustrated in figure 20. The extrapolated 
free-stream pressure is observed to be in close agreement with calculated free- 
stream pressure for free-stream temperatures greater than or equal to 19' K, 
but yields values larger than calculated free-stream pressure for free-stream 
function of X- 1/2 and extrapolating the data linearly to lim X- 112 = 0. 
temperatures less than 19O K. This effect is better illustrated in figure 21, 
where the ratio of extrapolated free-stream pressure to calculated free-stream 
pressure is plotted as a function of free-stream temperature. 
increase in pressure ratio from unity indicates that an apparent condensation 
onset occurs at a free-stream temperature of about 1g0 K for a free-stream 
pressure of approximately 0.001 psi (6.895 N/m2). 
is in good agreement with the condensation results presented in reference 12 
for air and in reference 14 where nitrogen was employed as the test gas. 
The rapid 
As shown in figure 22, this 
Contamination Results 
Relative stream contamination levels were obtained during the present 
series of tunnel runs by using a rake containing six 1-inch-diameter (2.54-cm) 
aluminum disks across the core as in reference 1. The mass increase during the 
shots was averaged for the six disks and plotted in figure 23 against energy 
into the gas, along with the results from reference 1. The flagged symbols 
represent contamination levels for which a magnetic coil was used to rotate the 
arc during discharge (ref. 1). 
sented by the lower flagged symbol, but insufficient magnetic flux was present 
for arc rotation for the run represented by the upper point; no further results 
have been obtained with the coil. 
Arc rotation was attained for the run repre- 
A comparison of the present results with those from reference 1 reveals 
that, in general, a lower contamination level has been obtained for the newer 
arc chamber. There have been runs, however, when insulator or seal failure 
resulted in much higher contamination levels than those shown in figure 23. 
The aerodynamic data for this type of run are usually discarded. 
The present contamination level is apparently low enough that the aero- 
dynamic effects are within the experimental accuracy of the instrumentation; at 
least, no effects have been determined. Occasionally, however, the test model 
may be damaged by the impacting of a portion of the diaphragm used to seal the 
nozzle entrance until flow initiation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An experimental investigation to determine the effects of nozzle throat 
diameter and nozzle axial station on the flow characteristics has been made in 
the Langley hotshot tunnel. Results of this investigation along with a force 
comparison and preliminary condensation results have led to the following 
conclusions: 
1. For a 0.100-inch-diameter (2.54-mm) nozzle throat, an axial Mach num- 
ber gradient of 0.056 per inch (2.2 per meter) was observed for stagnation 
temperatures of 1700° and 2200' K. 
2. Variation in nozzle-throat diameter from 0.025 inch to 0.500 inch 
(0.635 to 12.7 mm) for stagnation temperatures of 2200° to 2600~ K resulted in 
test-section free-stream Mach numbers of 12 to 26. 
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3 .  Boundary-layer-thickness data for nozzle-throat diameters corre- 
sponding to free-stream Mach numbers of 11.6, 12.6, and 14.5 were in good 
agreement with predictions of a semiempirical relationship, whereas a discrep- 
ancy was observed for all other nozzle-throat diameters; boundary-layer 
displacement-thickness data were in close agreement with semiempirical pre- 
dictions for all nozzle-throat diameters. 
4. Force and moment coefficients obtained on a blunted cone with a 
9O semiapex angle and a bluntness ratio of 0.3 at a Mach number of 20 were in 
good agreement with results from other hypervelocity facilities. 
5. Preliminary condensation results for nitrogen obtained by utilizing a 
sharp-leading-edge flat plate showed that the condensation onset occurred at a 
free-stream temperature of approximately l9O K for a free-stream static pres- 
sure of approximately 0.001 psi (6.895 N/m2); this is in good agreement with 
condensation results of other facilities employing air and nitrogen as the 
test medium. 
6. Additional tests with the coaxial-electrode arc-chamber configuration 
have shown a significant decrease in stream contamination level compared with 
the results for the original arc chamber incorporating opposed electrodes. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Langley Station, Hampton, Va., October 1, 1965. 
APPENDIX 
DISCUSSION OF ACCURACY OF MEASURE33 AND CALCULATED FLOW PARAMETERS 
Extension of Data Reduction Program 
In order to determine free-stream, after-shock, and stagnation conditions 
in the test section of the Langley hotshot tunnel, the real-nitrogen data- 
reduction program of reference 6 was employed. 
arc-chamber stagnation-temperature range of 3000' to 4000° K. 
the present data were obtained for stagnation temperatures less than 3000° K, 
references 15 and 16 were utilized to determine the degree of inaccuracy 
resulting from the use of the data-reduction program of reference 6 at a stag- 
nation temperature of 1700° K. 
after-shock, and stagnation flow parameters for real nitrogen in thermodynamic 
equilibrium in correction-factor form. 
range of stagnation temperatures from 1000° to 2800~ K and stagnation pressures 
up to 1000 atmospheres (101.3 MN/m2). 
free-stream parameters - Mach number, pressure, temperature, and density - 
determined from the data-reduction program of reference 6 and the values found 
by using references 15 and 16 for a stagnation temperature of 1700° K were 
essentially negligible (less than 1.0 percent). 
This program was written for an 
Because most of 
Reference 15 presents test-section free-stream, 
The study of reference 15 covered a 
The percentage differences between the 
Arc-Chamber Temperature Gradients 
In order to investigate the validity of the assumption that there were no. 
existing temperature or density gradients in the arc chamber, measurements of 
free-stream velocity were performed in the Langley hotshot tunnel by photo- 
graphically observing the propagation of disturbances created by spark dis- 
charges in the flow stream. These measurements were obtained at stagnation 
pressures of 480 to 750 atmospheres (48.7 to 76.1 MN/m2) and a Mach number of 
approximately 20 (nozzle throat diameter of 0,100 inch (2.54 m m ) )  . 
of the velocity measurements revealed that the assumption of uniform tempera- 
ture in the arc chamber was not valid and could lead to appreciable errors in 
calculated free-stream density and temperature. As illustrated in figure 24, 
where ratios of flow parameters corrected by velocity measurements to those 
uncorrected are plotted as a function of elapsed run time, the validity of the 
assumption of uniform arc-chamber temperature is observed to improve with 
elapsed test time. Thus, to improve the quality of the present data, the 
"velocity correction" factor was applied and an effort was made to utilize data 
from later times of tunnel runs. Because velocity measurements were performed 
only for the 0.100-inch (2.54-mm) nozzle-throat diameter , the assumption was 
made, for the tests with other throat diameters, that at the maximum and mini- 
IUUUI values of elapsed run time, the ratios of velocity-corrected parameters to 
uncorrected parameters were independent of nozzle-throat diameter. Linear 
interpolations of these ratios, for the flow parameters of interest, were per- 
formed between the elapsed-run-time extremes for the various nozzle-throat 
diameters and were applied to the present data. Because of the increased mass 
The results 
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flow r a t e  experienced fo r  t h e  nozzle-throat diameters greater  than 0.100 inch 
(2.54 mm),  a s  shown i n  figure 16, this  procedure i s  believed t o  be conserva- 
t i v e ,  and hence, an overcorrection t o  the  data fo r  these throa ts  i s  possible.  
Vibrational Nonequilibrium 
The theo re t i ca l  work of reference 17, where t h e  nozzle charac te r i s t ic  
r*pt was employed as a correlat ion parameter f o r  nitrogen vibra- e parameter 
t i o n a l  nonequilibrium, i l l u s t r a t e s  t h e  possible existence of vibrat ional-  
nonequilibrium flow fo r  t he  present arc-chamber stagnation conditions and 
nozzle geometry. For t he  most unfavorable present t e s t  conditions (nozzle- 
th roa t  diameter of 0.025 inch (0.635 mm) and stagnation temperature 
of 2 6 0 0 ~  K ) ,  t he  findings of reference 17 predic t  a 14-percent departure of 
free-stream temperature from i t s  equilibrium value due t o  v ibra t iona l  relaxa- 
t i o n  of t h e  expanding nitrogen flow. 
where s tudies  of nitrogen vibrat ion by the  spectrum-line reversa l  method were 
performed i n  a 15O total -angle  conical nozzle f o r  a stagnation temperature 
range of 28000 t o  4600° K, showed t h a t  v ibra t iona l  re laxat ion r a t e s  a re  f a s t e r  
than ex is t ing  theo re t i ca l  predict ions.  
associated with predict ion of v ibra t iona l  relaxation r a t e s  and the suspected 
low magnitude of correction required for  the  possible departure of present 
tes t - sec t ion  parameters from vibra t iona l  equilibrium, the  assumption of vibra- 
t i o n a l  equilibrium w a s  made f o r  t he  present invest igat ion.  
The experimental r e s u l t s  of reference 18, 
Because of the  ex is t ing  uncertainty 
Accuracy 
Test-section pressure transducers were cal ibrated before each tunnel 
f i r i n g  i n  order t o  compensate f o r  any time-varying charac te r i s t ics  associated 
with the  transducers and amplifiers.  Arc-chamber stagnation-pressure measure- 
ments and tes t -sect ion pi tot-pressure measurements were accurate t o  within 
f10 percent and f5 percent, respectively.  
For t he  most unfavorable conditions, uncertaint ies  involved i n  in s t ru -  
mentation and data-reduction procedure r e su l t  i n  t he  following maximum probable 
inaccuracies, which a re  a l so  presented i n  the  section of t h i s  paper e n t i t l e d  
"Data Reduction and Accuracy" : 
M1, percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f2.5 
pl, percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  k7.0 
T1, percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f9.0 
pl, percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f10.0 
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Figure 4.- Force balance and model used in present investigation. 
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Figure 5.- Flat-plate model employed i n  the nitrogen condensation study. 
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Figure 6.- Representative oscillograph pressure and force records. 
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Figure 15.- Boundary-layer displacement thickness correlated in terms of Reynolds number based on the Eckert reference enthalpy. 
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